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Engineering Professor Delivers Invited Talk at CTS 2015
July 6, 2015
ATLANTA, June 2015  –  Dr. Danda B. Rawat, Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering and Director of
CWiNs lab at Georgia Southern University, delivered an invited talk at the 2015 International Conference on
Collaboration Technologies and Systems (CTS 2015), June 1 – 5, 2015 in Atlanta, Georgia, USA entitled:
“Context-aware Collaboration, Computation and Communications in Emerging Wireless Networks.” The talk
detailed recent research results and an ambitious new research agenda on the real-time context-aware
collaboration, computation and communications in emerging wireless networks. This new agenda intends to
address important questions about how emerging wireless networks are networked, organized, configured,
optimized, and recovered automatically based on their operating situations to complete mission-critical
assignments.
